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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Praluzatamab ravtansine (CX-2009) is a conditionally
activated Probody drug conjugate (PDC) comprising an anti-CD166
mAb conjugated to DM4, with a protease-cleavable linker and a
peptide mask that limits target engagement in normal tissue and
circulation. The tumor microenvironment is enriched for proteases
capable of cleaving the linker, thereby releasing the mask, allowing
for localized binding of CX-2009 to CD166. CX-2009 was evaluated
in a phase I/II clinical trial for patients with advanced solid tumors.
Patients and Methods: Eligible patients had metastatic cancer
receiving ≥2 prior treatments. CX-2009 was administered at escalating doses every 3 weeks (0.25–10 mg/kg) or every 2 weeks (4–
6 mg/kg). Primary objective was to determine the safety proﬁle and
recommended phase II dose (RP2D).
Results: Of 99 patients enrolled, the most prevalent subtype
was breast cancer (n ¼ 45). Median number of prior therapies

Introduction
Probody therapeutic candidates (Pb-Tx) are conditionally activated
mAb-based therapeutics. A Pb-Tx consists of three modular components [a mAb directed against a tumor antigen, a peptide that masks
the complementarity-determining regions (CDR), and a proteasecleavable substrate linking the peptide mask to the mAb] produced
as a single protein by standard recombinant mAb methodology. A
Probody drug conjugate (PDC) is a Pb-Tx that includes a toxin
conjugated to the mAb component. Pb-Txs remain largely intact
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was 5 (range, 1–19). Dose-limiting toxicities were observed
at 8 mg/kg every 3 weeks and 6 mg/kg every 2 weeks. On
the basis of tolerability, the RP2D was 7 mg/kg every 3 weeks.
Tumor regressions were observed at doses ≥4 mg/kg.
In the hormone receptor–positive/HER2-nonampliﬁed breast
cancer subset (n ¼ 22), 2 patients (9%) had conﬁrmed
partial responses, and 10 patients (45%) had stable disease.
Imaging with zirconium-labeled CX-2009 conﬁrmed uptake in
tumor lesions and shielding of major organs. Activated,
unmasked CX-2009 was measurable in 18 of 22 posttreatment
biopsies.
Conclusions: CD166 is a novel, ubiquitously expressed target.
CX-2009 is the ﬁrst conditionally activated antibody–drug conjugate to CD166 to demonstrate both translational and clinical activity
in a variety of tumor types.

(i.e., masked) in circulation and in normal tissue, but upon reaching
the tumor, upregulated protease activity in the tumor microenvironment promotes cleavage of the substrate linker and subsequent release
of the CDR-masking peptide. This generates a fully activated Pb-Tx
(i.e., unmasked molecule) that can bind to its tumor target (1–3).
CD166 is a transmembrane type-1 glycoprotein expressed in both
normal and tumor tissues that plays a role in angiogenesis, inﬂammation, tumor propagation and invasiveness, migration of monocytes
across endothelial tissues, intravasation of leukocytes in the central
nervous sysytem, T-cell activation, and hematopoiesis (4). Given the
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Translational Relevance

expression of CD166 in normal tissues, it was considered “undruggable” until the advent of Probody technology because of the expected
potential high rate of off-tumor/on-target toxicities. Praluzatamab
ravtansine (CX-2009) is a CD166-targeting PDC where the mAb
moiety is conjugated via a disulﬁde cleavable linker to the potent
microtubule inhibitor N20 -deacetyl-N20 -(4-mercapto-4-methyl-1oxopentyl)-maytansine (DM4) with an average drug antibody ratio
of approximately 3.5 for the conjugated species (5).
This phase I/II study (CTMX-M-2009-001; NCT03149549) was
designed to evaluate the tolerability, activity, and pharmacokinetics of
CX-2009 to identify the recommended phase II dose (RP2D). Results
from dose escalation of CX-2009 regimens at every 2 weeks and every
3 weeks are presented here, including translational analyses of ontreatment biopsies assessing activation of CX-2009 in the tumor, and a
visual and quantitative assessment of [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 distribution
in tumor and nontumor tissues by immuno-PET.

Patients and Methods
Study design and participants
This multicenter, open-label, phase I/II study was designed as a
phase I dose-escalation/expansion trial followed by a modiﬁed toxicity
probability interval-2 (mTPI-2) design (refs. 6, 7; i.e., a rule-based
design similar to the 3þ3 design that allows for dose escalation and
deescalation) to guide patient allocation from observed safety outcomes at different dose levels.
Eligible patients [age ≥18 years; Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group (ECOG) 0, 1] had either histologically conﬁrmed, metastatic
or locally advanced unresectable solid tumors with progressive disease
(PD) after standard treatment or known intolerance to available
treatment. The allowed tumor types, based on the predicted prevalence
of CD166 expression, were breast cancer, castration-resistant prostate
cancer, non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), epithelial ovarian cancer,
head and neck squamous cell cancer (HNSCC), cholangiocarcinoma,
and endometrial carcinoma. The online Supplementary Appendix lists
all inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Submission of either archival or fresh tumor tissue was required for
evaluation of CD166 expression by a qualiﬁed IHC assay performed in
a central Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments–certiﬁed
laboratory. The original protocol did not require CD166 expression for
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Procedures
CX-2009 doses, ranging from 0.25 to 10 mg/kg based on the
patient’s adjusted ideal body weight, were given intravenously every
3 weeks, starting with a single-patient accelerated titration cohort
(0.25 mg/kg), followed by a 3þ3 dose escalation with doses ranging
from 0.5 to 10 mg/kg. Subsequently, a 14-patient mTPI-2 cohort was
planned to further reﬁne the RP2D. For the every 2 weeks schedule, a
mTPI-2 escalation design started at 6 mg/kg, with potential escalation/
deescalation to 8–10 or 4 mg/kg. Expansion cohorts at the RP2D
followed the escalation phase.
Dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) criteria occurring in cycle 1 (i.e., ﬁrst
3 weeks schedule or ﬁrst 4 weeks schedule) included grade ≥3
treatment-related adverse events (AE). Detailed DLT criteria can be
found in the online Supplementary Materials and Methods. The
decision to proceed through the dose escalation was overseen by a
safety review committee that was composed of study investigators and
the sponsor’s medical monitor and pharmacovigilance team. Enrollment continued in each cohort until the MTD or maximum administered dose was reached.
Safety assessments at every visit included physical examinations
and monitoring of AEs and vital signs. Electrocardiograms, ophthalmologic examinations, and clinical laboratory investigations
were done according to the protocol-mandated schedule or as
clinically indicated. AEs were graded by severity using National
Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events
(CTCAE) version 4.03, seriousness, and relation to study treatment
(as determined by the treating investigators). An independent Data
Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) reviewed data from the ongoing
trial every 6 months.
Antitumor activity was assessed by standard radiographic imaging at screening and every 8 weeks thereafter. Patients who received
study drug for ≥12 months had tumor assessments every 12 weeks.
Tumor response was evaluated locally by the treating investigator
according to RECIST v1.1. An analysis of safety and antitumor
activity outcomes for patients with hormone receptor–positive/
HER2-nonampliﬁed breast cancer (HRþ/HER2) and triplenegative breast cancer (TNBC) was performed because the protocol
had prospectively determined that these subtypes of breast cancer
would be studied as separate expansion cohorts.
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This is the ﬁrst publication of a clinical trial reporting the safety
and preliminary activity of praluzatamab ravtansine (CX-2009), a
Pb-Tx antibody–drug conjugate (ADC) targeting CD166. These
data support converting a target antigen from “undruggable” due to
its wide distribution on tumor cells and healthy tissues to one that is
“druggable” with the use of a conditionally activated ADC. The
preliminary ﬁndings support further exploration. CX-2009 appears
to be generally well tolerated, with signs of anticancer activity in
patients with advanced, refractory cancers. First-in-human imaging with zirconium-labeled CX-2009 ([89Zr]Zr-CX-2009) conﬁrmed uptake in tumor lesions and shielding of major organs
known to express CD166. Analysis of on-treatment biopsies
shows CX-2009 is activated/unmasked in the tumor microenvironment. The results of this study support future investigations of CX-2009 in patients with advanced, previously treated
breast cancer and other tumors that express CD166.

eligibility or prophylaxis for DM4-associated corneal toxicity. These
two requirements were implemented with subsequent protocol
amendments.
This study was conducted in compliance with the Declaration of
Helsinki, Good Clinical Practice guidelines, the principles of informed
consent, and the requirements of public registration of clinical trials.
Written informed consent was obtained from each patient before
screening. The protocol was approved by the institutional ethics
committees.

Sample collection and assays
Measurement of CX-2009 in circulation
The following analytes were measured in human plasma by validated assays using LC/MS-MS: intact CX-2009 (masked prodrug form
of CX-2009), total CX-2009 (intact and activated forms of CX-2009),
Probody conjugated-DM4, free DM4, and DM4-Me (S-Methyl metabolite of DM4).
IHC analysis of CD166
The study sponsor, CytomX Therapeutics, Inc., in collaboration
with MolecularMD (now ICON Specialty Laboratories), developed a
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novel IHC CD166 assay with a pathologist-based algorithm and
scoring method to evaluate CD166 expression in patient tumor
biopsies (Supplementary Materials and Methods). The CD166 scoring
method comprises a semiquantitative evaluation of the percentage of
tumor cells with membranous staining at different intensities (0, 1þ,
2þ, and 3þ) in the tumor samples; these data are used to generate a
composite staining score (H-score; Supplementary Materials and
Methods).

PET/CT imaging with [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009
To understand the distribution of CX-2009 in healthy and tumor
tissues, immuno-PET imaging was performed with zirconium-89
(89Zr) radiolabeled CX-2009. Thirty-seven MBq/10 mg of [89Zr]ZrCX-2009 was administered followed by four sequential PET/CT scans
at 2, 26, 90, and 162 hours after injection. A Patlak analysis was
performed to extract irreversible uptake (Ki) in organs of interest.
These results were compared with validated baseline uptake of antibodies in organs lacking target expression, which was based on
four radiolabeled mAbs (8). Details on the imaging substudy procedures and analyses are provided in the Supplementary Materials and
Methods. After completing imaging procedures, patients could enroll
to the actively enrolling dosing cohort.
Outcomes
The primary objectives of this dose-escalation/expansion study
were to assess the safety and tolerability of CX-2009, including the
incidence and nature of DLTs, and the determination of the MTD and
RP2D on both the every 3 weeks and every 2 weeks schedules.
Secondary objectives were antitumor response outcomes, including
objective response rate (ORR), clinical beneﬁt rate [CBR, i.e., patients
who achieved a best response of complete response (CR), partial
response (PR; conﬁrmed or unconﬁrmed), or had stable disease (SD)
lasting ≥16 or ≥24 weeks].
Statistical analysis
Although no formal power calculations were done, the sample size
of each dose cohort was guided by the mTPI-2 design (6). The safety
analysis population, which included all enrolled patients who received
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Data sharing
All data relevant to the study are included in the article or uploaded
as online Supplementary Data. The datasets used and/or analyzed
during the current study are available from the corresponding author
upon reasonable request.
Role of the funding source
The funder, in collaboration with the study investigators, developed
the study protocol. The funder was also involved in data collection,
analysis, interpretation of results, and writing of this article. The
corresponding author had full access to all the study data and had
ﬁnal responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

Results
Enrollment and patient demographics
Of 138 patients evaluated for eligibility between June 14, 2017 and
April 9, 2020, 99 patients were enrolled from 27 academic and
community oncology centers in the United States, Spain, the United
Kingdom, and the Netherlands (Supplementary Fig. S1). Supplementary Table S1 summarizes reasons for screen failures. Because of
logistical difﬁculties associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, study
enrollment was stopped at a point when the dose-escalation phase was
completed, and there was limited enrollment into the dose-expansion
phase. As of November 17, 2020, the median duration of follow-up was
18.4 weeks (IQR, 9–49 weeks). All 99 enrolled and treated patients
contributed to the safety-analysis population; 80 patients met the
criteria for the response-evaluable population. Those excluded from
the response evaluation either did not have a postbaseline disease
assessment (n ¼ 17) or started a new anticancer treatment prior to the
postbaseline tumor assessment (n ¼ 2). Reasons for treatment discontinuation included progressive disease (n ¼ 54), symptomatic
deterioration (n ¼ 16), AEs (n ¼ 12), investigator or patient decision
(n ¼ 11), or death (n ¼ 6). On-treatment biopsies were collected from
27 patients at doses ≥4 mg/kg; 22 of these were evaluable for measurement of intratumoral CX-2009 and CD166. Two patients participated in the imaging substudy.
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Collection of on-treatment biopsies
Starting at 4 mg/kg, additional patients with high-expressing CD166
tumors could provide consent for on-treatment biopsies and enroll
into a previously declared safe dose. Biopsies were obtained in cycle
one on day 4 following the ﬁrst CX-2009 infusion (C1D4) and
were analyzed to determine levels of activated CX-2009 and CD166.
Activated CX-2009 in tumor biopsies was measured by a qualiﬁed
capillary immunoelectrophoresis (CEI) assay on the PeggySue
instrument (ProteinSimple) using a custom anti-idiotypic antibody
(developed by CytomX) that was directed against the light chain of CX2009. CD166 in on-treatment biopsies also was measured by a qualiﬁed
CEI assay on the PeggySue instrument, using a commercial antiCD166 antibody (ab233750; Abcam). It is important to note that this
assay measures the amount of activated light chain, and results are
interpolated against standard curves consisting of the parental
antibody of CX-2009 (lacking the DM4 conjugate) in which either
both light chain arms are intact or both are activated (two-armactivated). However, that the most probable state in vivo is a
mixture of one-arm-activated and two-arm-activated CX-2009
molecules because cleavage of one arm may not necessarily be
followed immediately by cleavage of the second arm. See Supplementary Materials and Methods for full assay details

at least one dose of CX-2009, was used to describe patient characteristics, CX-2009 doses and duration of treatment, safety endpoints, and activity analyses. The response-evaluable population,
which included all patients who had an adequate baseline disease
assessment and at least one postbaseline disease assessment occurring prior to any new anticancer treatment, was used to evaluate
ORR and CBR.
SAS (version 9.4) was used for statistical analysis of patient data.
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize all study data.
Continuous variables were summarized by number, mean (SD),
and median interquartile range (IQR) values. Categorical variables
were summarized by frequency and percentage of patients.
Exact 95% conﬁdence intervals were calculated for all proportion
estimates. Estimates of time-to-event endpoints (progression-free
survival and overall survival) were obtained using the Kaplan–
Meier method.
The Spearman rank-order test was used to assess the correlation of
intratumoral CD166 with activated CX-2009 (TIBCO Spotﬁre)
because the data were not normally distributed. Normality of the
datasets was assessed using the D’Agostino-Pearson test (GraphPad
Prism 9.1).
This trial is registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03149549, and
with the EU Clinical Trials Register, EudraCT 2017-000625-12.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients (safety population).

59 (51–67)

53 (44–67)

78 (79%)
21 (21%)

39 (100%)
—

81 (82%)
5 (5%)
2 (2%)
2 (2%)

30 (77%)
1 (3%)
—
1 (3%)

3 (3%)
6 (6%)

2 (5%)
5 (13%)

33 (33%)
66 (67%)

17 (44%)
22 (56%)

45 (46%)
28

28

6
11
2 (2%)
13 (13%)
22 (22%)
3 (3%)
9 (9%)
5 (5%)

—
11
—
—
—
—
—
—

80 (81%)
13 (13%)
6 (6%)
5 (4–8)

32 (82%)
5 (13%)
2 (5%)
8 (5–9)

96 (97%)

37 (95%)

71 (72%)

15 (39%)

81 (82%)
36 (36%)
21 (21%)

37 (95%)
6 (15%)
17 (44%)

Note: Data are median (IQR) and n (%).
Abbreviations: CRPC, castration-resistant prostate cancer; HNSCC, head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma; HRþ, hormone receptor positive; NSCLC, non–
small cell lung cancer; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer.

Most patients were women (n ¼ 78/99) and White (n ¼ 81/99) with
an ECOG score of 1 (n ¼ 66/99; Table 1). The median age of the study
population was 59 years (IQR, 51–67). The most common tumor types
were breast cancer [n ¼ 45; HRþ/HER2 (n ¼ 28), TNBC (n ¼ 11), and
HER2þ (n ¼ 6)], epithelial ovarian carcinoma (n ¼ 22), and NSCLC
(n ¼ 13). The most common prior therapies included treatment
with a platinum-containing compound or with a microtubule
inhibitor (n ¼ 97), endocrine therapy (n ¼ 44), or an anti-PD1/
PD-L1 agent (n ¼ 36). The median number of prior therapies was
ﬁve (IQR, 4–8) for the total study population and eight (IQR, 5–9)
for the HRþ/HER2 and TNBC subgroups.
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PET/CT imaging with [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009
Two patients, 1 with NSCLC and the other with metastatic breast
cancer, were evaluated for tumor uptake and biodistribution using
[89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 PET/CT imaging (Fig. 1A). Results are available for
the patient with NSCLC. Patlak analysis was performed to extract
irreversible uptake values (Ki) of [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 in major organs
using validated dataset of four mAbs (8). CX-2009 performed identically to a nonspeciﬁc/nonbinding mAb with respect to uptake in lung,
spleen, and kidney (Fig. 1B). In contrast, liver uptake was increased,
most likely due to the attached cytotoxic payload, as previously
demonstrated in preclinical studies (9, 10). Tumor uptake was conﬁrmed despite the challenge of assessing uptake in the low-cellularity
context of this speciﬁc tumor type (Fig. 1C).
Safety
Patients received a median of three doses (IQR, 2–4) of CX-2009
during a median of 8.9 weeks (IQR, 6–14) in all cohorts. The maximum
administered dose was 10 mg/kg. One DLT (vomiting) occurred in the
8 mg/kg every 3 weeks cohort and two DLTs (peripheral neuropathy
and increased liver transaminases) occurred in the 6 mg/kg every
2 weeks cohort. All DLTs were reversible.
Table 2 summarizes treatment-emergent AEs (TEAE) by dosing
cohort and in the total study population. Of 99 enrolled patients, 98
patients experienced at least one TEAE; 90 patients experienced a
treatment-related AE (TRAE). Infusion-related reactions were
reported in 22 patients; one was grade 3 and the others were grades
1 or 2. Premedications, including corticosteroids, acetaminophen or
antihistamines, were allowed if needed for infusion reaction prophylaxis. Twelve patients (12%) experienced 12 TRAEs that led to CX2009 discontinuation. Five patients discontinued treatment due to
ocular AEs. Two patients discontinued treatment for peripheral
neuropathy and one patient each discontinued treatment for nausea,
sepsis, back pain, dyspnea, and urticaria.
Across all dosing cohorts, 37% of patients had at least one grade ≥3
TRAE (Table 2). The most commonly reported grade ≥3 TRAEs were
keratitis (9%), increased aspartate aminotransferase (8%), increased
alanine aminotransferase (5%), and anemia (5%). One patient with
NSCLC had grade 5 sepsis, which the investigator considered to be
treatment related and complicated by pancytopenia. This 60-year-old
individual died 11 days after receiving the ﬁrst dose of CX-2009
8 mg/kg. Upon DSMB review, the event was not considered to meet
the criteria for a DLT during cycle 1 because the patient, although
eligible, had a history of bone marrow failure that began before
receiving the ﬁrst dose of CX-2009. For this patient, pharmacokinetic
parameters were similar to the other patients receiving this dose, and a
gastrointestinal (GI) source of infection was considered likely given the
initial presentation with diarrhea and pyrexia. Severe hematologic
toxicity remains uncommon with CX-2009.
Supplementary Table S2 lists all-grade TRAEs that were reported in
≥15% of patients in any cohort. The aggregate safety data from this
study demonstrate that the safety proﬁle of CX-2009 was dose
dependent with more frequent and severe TEAE occurring at doses
≥8 mg/kg every 3 weeks (Table 2). Ocular AEs, mainly keratitis or
other corneal AEs were reported in 49 (49%) of all treated patients but
occurred more frequently at higher doses of CX-2009 (Supplementary
Table S3). Among 22 grade ≥3 TEAEs reported in patients treated with
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Age, years
Sex
Female
Male
Race
White
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or other
Paciﬁc Islander
Other
Unknown
ECOG performance status
0
1
Tumor type
Breast carcinoma
HR-positive, HER2nonampliﬁed
HER2 positive
Triple negative
CRPC
NSCLC
Epithelial ovarian carcinoma
Endometrial carcinoma
HNSCC
Cholangiocarcinoma
CD166 status
High
Low
Unknown
No. of prior cancer treatment regimens
Types of prior treatments
Platinum-containing compound
or microtubule inhibitor
Platinum-containing
compounds
Microtubule inhibitor
Anti–PD-1/PD-L1 treatment
CDK4/6 inhibitor

All cohorts
(n ¼ 99)

HRþ/HER2nonampliﬁed
breast cancer
and TNBC
(n ¼ 39)

IHC analysis
IHC analysis of CD166 in archival or predose samples showed that
of 99 tumor samples, 80 were classiﬁed as high for CD166, 13 were low
for CD166, and six samples were insufﬁcient for IHC analysis.
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A

B

5
Baseline
antibody

SUV
5.0

3.8

3.8

2.5

2.5

1.3

1.3

0.0

0.0

4

Ki (µLg-1h-1)

SUV
5.0

CX-2009

3

2

1

0
[89Zr]Zr-CX-2009
162 h post-injection

Lung

Spleen

Liver

Kidney

SUV
3.0

C

2.2
[18F]FDG

1.5
0.7
0.0
SUV
3.0
2.2

[89Zr]Zr-CX-2009

1.5
0.7
0.0

Figure 1.
[89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 evaluation and comparison with mAbs evaluated in previous clinical studies (baseline). A, A total of 10 mg, 37 MBq of [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 was
administered to a patient with micropapillary adenocarcinoma of the lung. B, Using Patlak analysis, irreversible uptake (Ki) of [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 in major organs was
compared with a validated set of four mAbs. C, Tumor uptake was conﬁrmed in this tumor type with low cellularity (images 162 hours after injection, top ¼ (18F)FDG,
bottom ¼ [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009, left images ¼ PET/CT fusion, middle ¼ CT scan in lung setting, right ¼ PET). A tumor lesion in the left lower lung is indicated with a blue
circle. Note: additional tumor tissue is present in the right lower lung. However, due to the close proximity of this lesion with the liver, uptake of [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 is
not reliably distinguishable.

doses ≤7 mg/kg, one was an ocular toxicity (grade 3). In contrast,
patients treated with doses ≥8 mg/kg (n ¼ 39) experienced eight
grade ≥3 ocular events, primarily keratitis, vision blurred, and dry
eye. Seven patients had doses discontinued because of ocular events;
18 patients (28 events) had doses interrupted; and 2 patients
required a dose reduction. Most ocular events occurred after cycle
2 and resolved within 2 to 3 weeks of onset. Ocular prophylaxis
(vasoconstrictors, corticosteroids, artiﬁcial tears) was implemented
during the 8 mg/kg dosing cohort and appeared to have some
effectiveness in preventing ocular adverse events given there were
more ocular events reported in patients who did not receive
prophylactic medications.
On the basis of the absence of DLTs during cycle 1, the low rate of
ocular AEs, and the observed tolerability for chronic administration,
the CX-2009 RP2D was determined to be 7 mg/kg every 3 weeks. For
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the every 2 weeks mTPI-2 dose escalation, the 6 mg/kg dose was not
tolerable because 2 of 6 patients experienced DLTs during cycle 1;
however, there were no DLTs in the 4 patients who enrolled in the CX2009 4 mg/kg dose cohort.
Pharmacokinetics
Preliminary single-dose CX-2009 pharmacokinetic data in 85
patients suggested dose-proportionality following administration of
1.0 to 10.0 mg/kg CX-2009 every 3 weeks. CX-2009 circulated predominantly in the intact form (>90%), with a median terminal half-life
of 5.24 to 9.03 days (Fig. 2A). Figure 2B shows the median plasma
concentration versus time curves for Probody-conjugated-DM4, total
CX-2009, DM4-Me, and free DM4 following administration of a single
dose of CX-2009 at 7 mg/kg every 3 weeks (n ¼ 9). Both DM4-Me and
free DM4 circulated as the minority species at ≤4.0% of total CX-2009.
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Table 2. Summary of TEAE incidence (safety population).
CX-2009 dose
(mg/kg) every
2 weeks

CX-2009 dose (mg/kg)
every 3 weeks
6
(n ¼ 9)

7
(n ¼ 12)

8
(n ¼ 22)

9
(n ¼ 9)

10
(n ¼ 8)

4
(n ¼ 4)

6
(n ¼ 6)

All
cohorts
(n ¼ 99)

19 (95%)
14 (70%)
9 (45%)
1 (5%)
4 (20%)
0
0

9 (100%)
9 (100%)
4 (44%)
3 (33%)
2 (22%)
0
3 (33%)

9 (100%)
9 (100%)
4 (44%)
3 (33%)
3 (33%)
0
2 (22%)

12 (100%)
12 (100%)
8 (67%)
4 (33%)
3 (25%)
0
1 (8%)

22 (100%)
21 (96%)
17 (77%)
14 (64%)
5 (23%)
1 (5%)
3 (14%)

9 (100%)
9 (100%)
7 (78%)
5 (56%)
0
0
2 (22%)

8 (100%)
7 (88%)
7 (88%)
4 (50%)
1 (13%)
0
1 (13%)

4 (100%)
3 (75%)
1 (25%)
0
2 (50%)
0
0

6 (100%)
6 (100%)
5 (83%)
3 (50%)
2 (33%)
0
0

98 (99%)
90 (91%)
62 (63%)
37 (37%)
22 (22%)
1 (1%)
12 (12%)

0
3 (15%)
0
0
0

0
2 (22%)
0
0
0

0
3 (33%)
0
0
0

0
5 (42%)
2 (17%)
1 (8%)
0

1 (4%)
10 (46%)
6 (27%)
1 (5%)
1 (5%)

0
5 (56%)
2 (22%)
1 (11%)
0

0
3 (38%)
1 (12%)
0
0

0
1 (25%)
0
0
0

2 (33%)
1 (17%)
0
0
0

3 (3%)
33 (33%)
11 (11%)
3 (3%)
1 (1%)

2 (10%)
0

6 (67%)
1 (11%)

3 (33%)
1 (11%)

3 (25%)
0

12 (55%)
3 (14%)

5 (56%)
3 (33%)

6 (75%)
1 (13%)

1 (25%)
0

5 (83%)
2 (33%)

43 (43%)
11 (11%)

≥10% of patients in any dosing cohort
3 (33%) 4 (33%)
14 (64%) 5 (56%)
0
0
4 (18%)
0
1 (11%)
0
2 (9%)
2 (22%)
0
0
2 (9%)
0
0
1 (8%)
3 (14%)
0
1 (11%)
1 (8%)
0
1 (11%)
0
1 (8%)
1 (4%)
1 (11%)
2 (22%) 0
0
1 (11%)
0
0
0
0

4 (50%)
3 (38%)
1 (12%)
2 (25%)
0
0
1 (12%)
0
1 (12%)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3 (50%)
1 (17%)
2 (33%)
1 (17%)
0
1 (17%)
0
0
0

37 (37%)
8 (8%)
9 (9%)
5 (5%)
5 (5%)
5 (5%)
4 (4%)
3 (3%)
2 (2%)

Incidence of grade ≥3 CX-2009–related TEAEs reported in
≥1 event
1 (5%)
3 (33%)
AST increased
0
0
Keratitis
0
1 (11%)
ALT increased
0
0
Anemia
1 (5%)
0
Neuropathya
0
1 (11%)
Nausea
0
0
Hyponatremia
0
0
Fatigue
0
1 (11%)

Note: Data are n (%). Adverse events were graded by the investigators according to CTCAE version 4.03 and coded with the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities version 16.1.
Abbreviations: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; CTCAE, Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events; IRR, infusion-related
reaction; SAE, serious adverse event; TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event; TRAE, treatment-related adverse event.
a
Neuropathy was either peripheral neuropathy or peripheral sensory neuropathy.

CX-2009 activity
Figure 3A and B shows plots of change in tumor burden in
evaluable patients treated with CX-2009 at doses ≥4 mg/kg (no
responses were seen in the 10 patients treated at doses of ≤2 mg/kg).

B

A

Concentration (nmol/L)

1,000

Concentration (nmol/L)

Figure 2.
A, Preliminary dose 1 intact CX-2009 (solid lines) and
total CX-2009 (dashed lines) median plasma concentrations (nmol/L) versus time (days) following administration of up to 10 mg/kg CX-2009 every 3 weeks.
B, Preliminary dose 1 Probody-conjugated-DM4
(Pc-DM4), intact CX-2009, total CX-2009, DM4-Me,
and free DM4 median plasma concentrations
(nmol/L) versus time (days) following administration of 7 mg/kg CX-2009 every 3 weeks. DM4,
N-succinimidyl 4-(2-pyridyldithio) butanoate-N20 deacetyl-N20 -(4-mercapto-4-methyl-1-oxopentyl)maytansine; DM4-Me, S-methyl DM4; Pc, Probodyconjugated.

Supplementary Table S4 summarizes response assessment for all
patients and for two subgroups of patients with breast cancer. In the
HRþ/HER2 breast cancer subset (n ¼ 22), 2 patients (9%) had
conﬁrmed PRs, and 10 patients (45%) had a best response of SD.
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Notably, one of the patients with a conﬁrmed PR had persistent bone
metastases and received seven prior treatment regimens before
experiencing durable response of almost 1 year, and complete disappearance of liver lesions with CX-2009. Of six reported unconﬁrmed
PRs, three were in patients with TNBC (n ¼ 10); one in a patient who
had not responded to two prior treatments (Supplementary Fig. S2),
two in patients with ovarian cancer, and one in a patient with HNSCC.
The CBR16 and CBR24 rates in the HRþ/HER2 breast cancer
subset were 36% and 23%, respectively, and were 40% and 40% for
the TNBC subset. Figure 3C shows the course of tumor reduction by
dose in response-evaluable patients with breast cancer treated at
doses ≥4 mg/kg. Supplementary Table S5 summarizes the data on all
8 patients with conﬁrmed and unconﬁrmed PRs.

Discussion
The goal of this phase I study was to evaluate the safety and
preliminary antitumor activity of CX-2009, a ﬁrst-in-class PDC targeting CD166, a previously undruggable target. Antibody–drug conjugates (ADC) are engineered to bind to a speciﬁc target antigen found
on the surface of tumor cells, which upon internalization, are intended
to provide targeted anticancer activity via their toxic payload. However, off-tumor on-target toxicity associated with traditional ADCs
preclude safe administration when targeting transmembrane proteins,
such CD166, that are widely expressed in both normal and tumor
tissues. PDCs are a new class of ADCs that are designed to be
proteolytically activated in the tumor microenvironment by tumorassociated proteases while remaining largely inactive in circulation.
The safety and antitumor activity results combined with novel imaging
and translational analyses from this study show proof of platform with
CX-2009, a ﬁrst-in-class Pb-Tx, and represents the ﬁrst successful
targeting of CD166 with an anticancer therapeutic agent.
Pharmacokinetic data showed that circulating CX-2009 is predominantly (>90%) in the intact/masked form, and free DM4 and methylated DM4 circulate at low concentrations relative to total CX-2009
with a ratio of <0.04 for exposure and peak concentration. CX-2009
was dosed using strategy that incorporated an adjustment to patient’s
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Assessment of intratumoral CX-2009 and CD166 in ontreatment biopsies
A total of 27 on-treatment frozen biopsies were collected; of those,
ﬁve were not evaluable due to very small size (<0.5 mg) and/or very low
total protein yield (<50 mg) upon lysis. The concentration of intact/
masked and activated/unmasked CX-2009 was measured in evaluable
biopsies to assess the extent to which tumor-associated proteases were
able to cleave the substrate linker and to release the peptide mask from
CX-2009. Figure 4A shows that activated CX-2009 was quantiﬁable in
18 samples (including in six of seven biopsies from patients with breast
cancer) and demonstrates that the amount of measured intratumoral activated CX-2009 was variable and could differ by several
fold even within the same dose group. In some of these cases, the
extent of CX-2009 activation measured in the sample may be
underestimated because of low tumor content in the biopsy, target-mediated drug disposition, or other factors. A comparison of
activated CX-2009 in the tumor versus the intratumoral concentration of CD166 measured in the same sample (Fig. 4B) showed a
signiﬁcant correlation (r2 ¼ 0.59, P ¼ 0.00345). This may arise from
the greater retention of activated CX-2009 in high-CD166 tumors,
or from alternative mechanisms. See Supplementary Table S6 for a
complete data listing of results from analyses performed on ontreatment frozen biopsies.

ideal body weight. CX-2009 AIBW dosing demonstrated lower variability in peak CX-2009 concentrations and exposure compared with
CX-2009 doses using actual body weight. In addition, a correlation
between early high CX-2009 exposure and ocular toxicity was
observed, which could be in part addressed by utilizing AIBW versus
total body weight (11).
First-in-human immuno-PET imaging with [89Zr]Zr-CX-2009 as
well as clinical imaging of an ADC show selective uptake of CX-2009 in
tumor tissues, but shielding of major nontumor organs, as detected and
conﬁrmed by Patlak analysis (8). Analysis of on-treatment biopsies
show CX-2009 is activated/unmasked in the tumor microenvironment. These results are consistent with the expectation that CX-2009
would be minimally activated in normal tissues but would be significantly activated in tumor tissues where upregulated and dysregulated
protease activity, a recognized hallmark of cancer, enables cleavage of
the linker. Taken together with the observations above, this supports
the premise that CX-2009 is behaving as designed and is activated
primarily in the tumor microenvironment.
Overall, this study demonstrates an acceptable safety proﬁle for CX2009 consistent with that of other DM4 ADCs (12–14) and provides
indirect evidence of tumor-associated protease activity and the utility
of the Probody platform. CX-2009 was successfully dose escalated to
biologically active dose levels with an acceptable therapeutic window.
There were no AEs identiﬁed that would suggest off-tumor on-target
engagement of CD166 in normal tissues. DM4 payload toxicities are
well described and include ocular, hepatic, neuropathic, and GI (15).
Indeed, ocular toxicities, in the absence of mandatory prophylaxis,
were the most common toxicity to result in treatment discontinuation.
Ocular, hepatic, and neuropathic adverse events were also observed,
and this proﬁle is consistent with DM4-conjugated ADCs. Prophylactic treatment with corticosteroid and vasoconstrictor eye drops and
artiﬁcial tears resulted in a trend toward symptomatic improvement
and a reduction in the incidence of treatment-related ocular AE.
However, formal statistical analysis could not be performed because
of the small number of patients in which mandatory ocular prophylaxis was implemented from the start and the lack of a comparator
cohort without ocular prophylaxis.
CD166 expression has been associated with grade, stage, and
invasive potential for some tumors, including breast cancer, but has
not been characterized as a predictive factor with respect to treatment
outcomes (16, 17). This study is the ﬁrst to evaluate the predictive
potential of CD166 to support treatment with CX-2009 by enrolling
patients with tumor types predicted to have high levels of CD166 using
an investigational IHC assay. Analysis of on-treatment biopsies
showed a correlation of levels of intratumoral CD166 with those of
activated CX-2009 in the same lysate, which supports the promise of
targeting CD166 with CX-2009. This correlation could be due to
tumors with higher CD166 levels retaining a proportionally higher
amount of activated CX-2009 at equilibrium. Additional research
should address concordance of CD166 expression between primary
and metastatic tumors, as well as the optimal diagnostic method to
reliably identify patients who would most beneﬁt from CX-2009
treatment. Other factors besides CD166 expression such as features
of the tumor microenvironment (e.g., protease abundance), morphologic features, and/or tumor sensitivity to DM4 might be needed to
generate a predictive algorithm to CX-2009 treatment outcomes.
In conclusion, the results of this trial validate CD166 as a viable ﬁrstin-class therapeutic target in cancer. The Probody platform enables
administration of a CD166-directed ADC at tolerable doses, resulting
in PRs. The RP2D of 7 mg/kg every 3 weeks is supported by the
observed activity and safety proﬁles, as well as by pharmacokinetic and
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Figure 3.
Waterfall plot of change in tumor burden in evaluable patients who received CX-2009 ≥4 mg/kg. A, Breast cancer and CD166 expression. Numbers along the x-axis
represent a composite CD166 IHC score (H-score) for each patient’s archival/predose biopsy, with the highest potential score being 300 and the lowest being 0. See
Supplementary IHC methods for a full description. Two of the 32 response-evaluable patients had new lesions, but no associated measurements to determine the
percent change from baseline for the waterfall plot. cPR, conﬁrmed partial response; uPR, unconﬁrmed partial reponse. B, HNSCC, head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma; NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer; EOC, epithelial ovarian carcinoma. C, Plot of tumor burden reduction by dose in patients with breast cancer treated
with CX-2009 ≥ 4 mg/kg every 3 weeks. NE, not evaluable; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.  Patient started at 6 mg/kg every
2 weeks (Q2W), was dose reduced to 4 mg/kg Q2W due to keratitis. #Patient who, at the timepoint, had PD due to worsening nontarget lesion or presence of new
lesions.
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Figure 4.
Analysis of CX-2009 activation and CD166 levels in on-treatment biopsies. A, CX-2009 is activated in patient biopsies. On-treatment biopsies collected on C1D4 were
analyzed by CEI to determine the concentration of activated CX-2009. Values below the lower limit of quantiﬁcation (LLOQ) are plotted as 0.1. The CX-2009 dose for
the on-treatment biopsy patient subset ranged from 4–10 mg/kg. For a given indication, a darker color indicates a higher dose. For biopsies from patients with breast
cancer, samples from HRþ/HER2 patients are represented as circles, and the single sample from a HER2þ patient is represented as a square. eOC, epithelial ovarian
cancer. B, CD166 target levels correlate with activated CX-2009 in patient biopsies. CD166 in patient biopsy lysates was measured by CEI; the peak area measured for
this assay focused on the molecular weight range expected for the glycosylated/membrane-associated form of CD166. Note that the activated CX-2009 values
shown in B are a subset of the samples shown in A. CD166 was measured in all 22 evaluable samples, but 6 of the 18 samples with quantiﬁable activated CX-2009 were
below the LLOQ for CD166; therefore, the total number of samples in which both analytes were quantiﬁable was 12.

nonclinical data (18, 19). A phase II trial is in progress (NCT04596150)
to test the efﬁcacy of single-agent CX-2009 in patients with HERþ/
HER2 breast cancer and TNBC as well as to assess the efﬁcacy of CX2009 combined with CX-072 (a Probody therapeutic targeting PD-L1)
in patients with TNBC.
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